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_etting Started with J+6
This document is a manual for J+6O the interactive printed circuit board layout systemY
<ntroduction' <ntroduction to J+6
Terminology' Terms and definitionsY
<nstallation
Your 9irst 6oard
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, <ntroduction

J+6 includes a standXalone program xcalled pcb/ which allows users to createO editO and process layouts for printed circuit
boardsO as well as a library of footprint definitions for commonly needed elementsY While originally written for the 8tariO and
later rewritten for UnixXlike environmentsO it has been ported to other operating systemsO such as "inuxO ~ac!SEXO and
WindowsY

While J+6 can be used on its ownO by adding elements and traces manuallyO it works best in conjunction with a schematic
editor such as gschem from the gHV8 projectO as gschem will create a netlistO make sure all the elements are correctO etcY
The file in which pcb stores its data ends in vpcb such as myboardvpcbY 8dditionallyO pcb reads individual element
footprints from files ending in vfp and netlists from files ending in vnetY

There are a couple of different outputs from pcbY <f you are having your boards professionally fabricatedO you will want to
export your board as an RSXp)jX xaka gerber/ fileY <f you are fabricating your board yourselfO youUll probably want to print
itY You can also save it as an encapsulated postscript or image file for use in documentation andEor web pagesY
8 note about typography' Throughout this documentO “J+6” refers to the whole packageO “pcb” refers to that specific
programO and “pcb” refers to a generic printed circuit boardY
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p Terminology
There is some variation in terminology used by HV8 packagesY To best understand the J+6 documentationO itUs important to
read through these definitions so you understand how J+6 uses these termsY
action
<nternallyO most pcb commands use a common interface to connect to the _U<O scriptsO and user requestsY We call
these internal commands actionsO because they are actions that pcb can takeY Hach action may take parametersO
according to their individual documentationY 8ctions are written like function callsO and may be invoked directly
from within J+6 using the U'U keyY
annulus
annular ring
The donutXshaped ring of copper that surrounds the hole of a pin or viaY <n J+6O the size of a pin or via is the overall
diameter of the copperO not the distance from the outer edge of the hole to the outer edge of the copperY When we
refer specifically to the size of the annulusO we mean the distance from the holeUs outer edge to the copperUs outer
edge“ iYeY the amount of copper remaining around a drilled holeY Hxample' a (: mil drilled hole with a R mil annulus
results in a )A mil pin x(: M R M R/Y "ikewiseO a v: mil pin with a (: mil drill results in a ,: mil annulusY

aperture
<n reference to RSXpj)X filesO an aperture is a brush shape used to draw thingsY !riginallyO the aperture was a
physical hole of a specific shape and size through which light exposed a photographic filmY
arc
8 curved trace drawn on a drawing layerY
attribute
Varied meaningsY Hlements and boards may have attributes assigned to themO which are arbitrary mappings between
a name and its valueY J+6 does not currently use those attributes itselfY Within pcb an attribute is an arbitrary value
passed between the core and the various Q<VsO such as checkboxes and file namesY
bloat
The most that the copper areas can be expanded before they are allowed to touchY 9or exampleO two ): mil lines ,:
mil apart can bloat up to xbut not including/ v mil before they touchO so the maximum bloat would be )Y77 milY
board
The physical printed circuit board that is depicted by your layoutY “6oard” refers to the physical boardO “layout”
refers to the electronic dataY
buffer
8 temporary storage location within pcb where items can be stored until needed laterY !ne such buffer is used for
the common cutXandXpaste operationsY
clad
8 thin layer of copper attached to a thin layer of insulatorY !nce etchedO the remaining copper forms the electrical
connections described by the layout fileY
clearance
The distance beween the copper around a hole xthe annulus/ and the copper in the surrounding polygonO or
between any other copper item xline or arc/ and a surrounding polygonY

courtyard
The area around an element which is still “used” by the elementO for its electrical and mechanical clearance
requirementsY J+6 does not use this termO nor explicitly support a courtyard definition for elementsY
crosshair
This is the actual location on the board which is used when you perform an actionY <f grid snap is activeO the
crosshair reflects the grid point closest to the cursorO else the crosshair reflects the cursor itselfY
cursor
J+6 is referring to your mouse cursorY See “crosshair”Y
drawing layer
While designing your circuit boardO J+6 provides a number of layers to draw onY While itUs convenient to think of
each drawing layer as corresponding to one of the physical layers xcopperO silkO etc/O itUs possible to group multiple
drawing layers together into one physical layerO or assign drawing layers to purposes not corresponding to physical
layersY 9or exampleO you could have two drawing layers corresponding to your ground plane copper layerO one for
the ground plane itself and a second xdifferently colored/ one for any signals that need to be routed on the ground
plane layerY
VR+
Vesign Rule +heckY Your design is scanned and compared to a number of design rulesO such as minimum trace
thickness and spacingO and any violations are notedY ThenO you are tortured to death with nonXmodal dialogsY
drill file
8 computerXreadable file intended to be used by automated drilling machinesY The information includes drill
diameters and locationsY pcb may produce up to two drill filesO one for plated holes and one for unplated holesY
8utomated drill machines were originally designed by the Hxcellon companyO so drill files are sometimes called
excellon filesY 8lso called an ?+ drill fileY
element
<n J+6 an element represents any part you might install on your boardO such as resistorsO capacitorsO and integrated
circuitsY ?ote that this also includes anything on your board that has its own footprintO even if it doesnUt have a part
associated with itO such as test pointsO registration targetsO and edge connectorsY 8n element has a footprintO but is
more than a footprint X it also has a reference designator xrefdes/O valueO descriptionO and locationY “9ootprint” refers
to the pattern“ “element” refers to the instanceY 9or exampleO your layout might have four elements that use one
footprintY

9our examples of elementsY
etch resist
?ot to be confused with solder resistO etch resist is used during the fabrication of the copper layers to define what
copper is removed and what copper will remainY
excellon file
See drill fileY
fab
fab house
fabrication house
8 company that produces xfabricates/ circuit boards from mechanical design filesY ~ost accept xor expect/ gerber
xRSXpj)X/ format filesY
fab drawing
fabrication drawing
8 drawing that shows a mechanical overview of the boardO including the physical outline and all physical holesY This
is often used by fabs to sanity check their interpretation of your design filesY

footprint
8 footprint is the pattern on a circuit board to which your parts are attachedY This includes all copperO silkO solder
maskO and paste informationY <n other HV8 programsO this may be referred to as a “land pattern”Y “9ootprint”
sometimes is used to refer to a footprint fileY “9ootprint” refers to the pattern“ “element” refers to the instanceY 9or
exampleO your layout might have four elements that use one footprintY
footprint file
8 file that contains a single footprint definitionY ?ormallyO this means it describes one elementO although there are
exceptionsY
9R)
8 specification for the insulating layer used in printed circuit board manufactureY 9R) is the most common gradeO
and is often an epoxy fiberglass compositeY
gHV8
The _J"Ud Hlectronic Vesign 8utomation suite of toolsY See http'EEwwwYgedaYseulYorgY <t includesO among other
thingsO the gschem schematic editorO which produces input that pcb can useY
gerber
gerber file
The common name for an RSXpj)X formatted fileY !riginally named after the _erber Jhotoplotter +ompanyY
grid
8 pattern of locations on the board which can be displayedO or used as a limit on crosshair locationsY
gschem
The schematic editor that comes with gHV8Y
Q<V
Quman <nterface VeviceY We use this term to refer to user interfacesO printersO exportersO and other ways that pcb
interacts with humansY
keepout
8 region created by the designer solely to prevent something else from existing thereY 9or exampleO an element with
a copper keepout would prevent the autorouter from routing traces through that areaY J+6 does not currently
support keepoutsY
layer
There are two meanings of “layer” in J+6Y See “drawing layer” and “physical layer”Y
layout
The board design information depicted by the edits youUve made“ this is whatUs stored in a pcb file and displayed on
the screenY “6oard” refers to the physical boardO “layout” refers to the electronic dataY
line
8 straight segment drawn on a drawing layerY
mark
?ormallyO pcb reports coordinates relative to the origin xupper left/ of the boardY QoweverO you can designate a
location on the board such that pcb also reports coordinates relative to that locationY Such a location is the markO
and is drawn with an X shapeY Hlements also have a mark“ this is the local origin from which other locations within
the element are measuredY Hlement marks are drawn as small diamondsY

crosshair markO element mark
mask
See “solder mask”Y
mil
<n J+6 a mil is :Y::, inchO or a “milliXinch”Y !ther packages may call it a “thou”O short for a thousandth of an inchY
?+ drill
?umerically +ontrolled Vrill fileY See “drill file”Y
negative layer
negative plane
9or most drawing layersO the stuff you draw corresponds to stuff that exists in a physical layerY 9or exampleO a trace
drawn on a copper layer results in copper existing on the boardY 9or negative layersO howeverO what you draw results
in what does not exist on the boardY The solder mask gerberO for exampleO is such a layer X a circle drawn in the
solder mask gerber results in a hole in the physical solder maskY pcb represents such layers in a meaningful way on
the screenO but exporters may use a negative layer according to the needs of the fabrication processY

netlist
8 list of symbolic electrical connectionsO normally provided as input to pcb from a schematic layout programO which
represents the desired electrical connectivity of the boardY J+6 can compare the desired xloaded/ netlist with the
actual xcopper/ netlist and advise you of shorts or unrouted connectionsY <f there are unrouted connectionsO it can
use those to create a ratUs nest to assist you in routing themY
outline
The physical shape and dimension of your physical boardY 6y defaultO this is a rectangle the size of your working area
xthe “board size”/O but if you name one of the drawing layers “outline” that is used insteadY While your board is itself a
polygon shapeO a polygon drawing object is not used to denote its outline X by conventionO ,: mil wide lines are used
to draw the outlineO and the centerlines of those lines indicate the actual outline edgesY
pad
8n electrical connection to an element which does not require a through holeO for example as used by a surface
mounted deviceY
SurfaceXmount element with eight padsY
paste
See “solder paste”Y
paste stencil
8 thin sheetO usually plastic or metal and :Y::p to :Y::v inches thickO with holes where solder paste should be
applied to your boardY
pcb file
8 file used by pcb to store board layoutY Such files end in vpcb and are normally readable xand editable/ text filesY
pcb units
<nternallyO pcb maintains all measurements in its own unitsO which are smaller than both mils and millimetersY These
are the default units used in J+6 filesY 8t the time this text was writtenO pcb units are ,E,:: of a milO or ,: Xv inchesY
pin
8n electrical connection to an element which requires a through holeO for example as needed by a V<J socketY
+ontrast with a padY ?ote that pins and vias are mechanically identicalO although pins default to untented while vias
default to tentedY

V<J element with eight pinsY
physical layer
<n the manufacture of circuit boardsO a physical layer isO for exampleO each layer of copperO each sideUs silkscreenO the
solder maskO the paste stencilO the physical outlineO etcY Hach physical layer requires a single layer definition to be
produced by pcb“ for professional fabs there is one gerber file for each physical layerY
plated hole
plated through hole
JTQ
Vuring fabricationO some holes become coated with copper which connects all the copper layers together at that
pointY Since this is normally done by electroplatingO such holes are called “plated” holesO and normally have a copper
annulus around themY

Jlated and Unplated holesY
polygon
8 polygon defines the ouline of a drawn region on a drawing layerY When used on a drawing layer representing a
copper physical layerO it causes a copper polygon to exist in the final boardO for exampleY Unlike lines and arcsO a
polygon does not have a “thickness” as the lines define the exact boundary of the shapeY
rat

rat lines
rat list
ratUs nest
8 rat is a symbolic visual representation of an unconnected electrical connection X iYeY something in the netlist which
doesnUt exist as a trace yetY <tUs called a ratUs nest because of its messy appearance when first createdO from thatO the
individual connections were named rat lines or just ratsY <n a J+6 fileO the rat list is a list of all rats that exist on the
board“ this isnUt always the same as the netlistO because you may choose to work with a subset of the netlist at a timeO
or hide the rats completelyY ~any pcb functions use a rat list to determine which connections to work with“ it is
important to update the rats list before using such functionsY
rectangle
8 special case of polygonY
resist
<n J+6 this usually means the etch resistY
route
<n J+6 this term is a verbO meaning to add and arrange traces so as to properly reflect the netlistY !ther packages may
use this term to reflect the outlineO but J+6 does notY
route style
8 collection of sizesO such as trace thicknessO drill diameterO pin sizeO and clearanceO which is used when routing
tracesY J+6 can keep track of at least four stylesO which you can quickly switch betweenY
RSXpj)V
RSXpj)X
8 file format used originally by photoplottersO but now used by any machine used to fabricate circuit boardsY The V
variant requires a separate file defining all the aperturesO and is considered obsoleteY The X variant is newer and
includes the aperture definitionsY Since these formats were defined by the _erber Jhotoplotter companyO they are
commonly known as “gerber files”Y 8lthough there is no “owner” of the RSXpj)X specO it can be found at various
places online such as http'EEwwwYartworkYcomEgerberEpj)xErspj)xrevd_eYpdfY
shrink
The most that a copper area can decrease in size before it no longer touches xoverlaps/ an adjacent copper areaY
silk
silkscreen
8 layer of ink or pigment drawn on the circuit board xusuallyO one for each side of the board/ in order to includeO for
exampleO part numbers or element outlinesY
solder mask
8 layer of heat resistant film placed over the outermost copper layers of your boardO to prevent solder from sticking
to any covered copperY When used to cover traces routed between pins or padsO this can help avoid shorts to those
tracesY ?ote that when shown in pcb the mask is drawn where the film existsO but when output xto postscript or
gerberO for example/O it is often “drawn” where the mask is to be removedY
solder resist
See solder maskY
solder paste
_round up solder mixed with fluxY This paste is normally squeegeed through a paste stencil to deposit a measured
amount of paste on each pad on the boardY !nce the paste is appliedO parts can be positioned on the pasteO and the
board heated X which melts the paste and solders the parts to the boardY
tented
When a circuit board is made with a solder maskO you have the option of opening a hole in the mask over viasO or
leaving the mask intact over themY 8 via with an intact mask over it is tentedO as the mask acts like a tent over the
copper and holeY

Tented and untented viasY
thermal
thermal relief
Since copper is an efficient heat sinkO connections to a large region of copper would be very difficult to solder X the
copper heat sink prevents you from adequately heating the connectionY To fix thisO small cutouts are made around

each such connection to create a thermal barrierO so that heat applied to the connection stays at the connectionY
Such a set of cutoutsO and the copper bridges that remainO is called a “thermal”Y Thermals come in many patternsO
which allows the designer to ensure adequate electrical connectivity andEor manufacturabilityY

Jins with no connectionO three types of thermalsO and no thermalY
thickness
<n J+6 this often refers to the width of a line or arcO not the thickness of the copper film used to produce the boardY
This is also the “size” of a line or arcY

thin draw
8 mode used by pcbUs _U< by which board objects are drawn as thin lines xor outlines/ rather than as actualXwidth
linesY This mode is useful for detail work where the size of the objects would otherwise obscure their relationship to
each otherY
thou
See “mil”Y
toner transfer
TT
8 homeXfabrication method that involves printing a layer with a laser printerO and transferring the toner from that
print to an unetched copper boardY The toner acts as an etch resistY
trace
8ny copper added to a copper layer whose purpose is to connect electrical signals between elementsY Traces may be
built up from linesO arcsO and polygonsY
unplated hole
Vuring fabricationO some holes are drilled after electroplatingO and so do not receive the copper that would
otherwise connect layersY Such holes are unplated holesO and normally do not have a copper annulus around them
eitherY

Jlated and Unplated holesY
untented
When a hole is placed in the solder mask in order to expose a via below itO such a via is untentedY Untented vias are
available as test points or places to add wires laterY
via
8 via is a connection between different copper layersY <n J+6 all vias are “through” viasO in that they connect copper
on all layersY
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) Your 9irst 6oard
<n this chapterO weUre going to walk you through creating a few very simple boardsO just to give you an idea of the way the
programs work and how to do the things that are common to all projectY Hach board will build upon techniques learned
from the previous boardY
While this manual is not intended to cover the gschem programO we will be instructing you on the minimum youUll need to
know to use gschem with pcbY Jlease refer to the gschem documentation for further detailsY
The first board will be a simple "HV and resistorY <t will show you how to create a boardO place elementsO and route tracesY
The second board will be a simple "HV blinkerO which will involve creating schematicsO setting up a projectO and creating new
symbols and footprintsY The third board will be another blinkerO this time with surface mount devices and four layersO which
will introduce power planesO viasO and thermalsY
"HV 6oard
6linker 6oard
S~T 6linker
?ext' 6linker 6oardO Up' Your 9irst 6oard

)Y, "HV 6oard
This first board will show you the basic operation of pcbY Hach new command or operation that is introduced will be
described in full the first timeO but not subsequent timesY ~any operations can be invoked either by a menu optionO like
9ile→Quit Jrogram to select the “Quit” option in the “9ile” menuO or by a keyboard shortcutO like Vtrl3QY When we say
Vtrl3Q we mean to hold the ”+trlz key while pressing the ”Qz keyY When we say Shift3Q we mean to hold either ”Shiftz
key while pressing the ”Qz keyY
9or exampleO the first time we describe the Quit commandO weUd sayO “now exit pcb by using the Quit command x9ile→Quit
or Vtrl3Q/”Y 8ny other timeO weUd just say “now QuitY”
The first step in this project is to run pcbY Since pcb defaults to using the current directory for its filesO itUs a good idea to
create a new subdirectory for this projectO cd into it in a terminal windowO and then run pcb from there'

?ow is a good time to practice that Quit command 'X/
8lsoO if you ever ask for pcb help from someone elseO theyUll probably want to know what version and _U< youUre usingY To
see thisO use the 8bout command xWindow→8boutYYY/Y
?ote that when pcb startsO it creates not only its main window xpictured above/O but two additional windowsY !ne is the
“J+6 "ibrary”O which weUll talk about laterO and the other is the “J+6 "og” that contains all the messages X warningsO errorsO
etcY 9or nowO you can just move these out of the wayY <f you close theseO you can reXopen them using Window→"ibrary and
Window→~essage "ogY
9or any board you createO one of the first things you need to decide on is how big the board is going to beY <f you want it to
be “as small as possible”O then you can create it bigger than you need and change the size laterY 9or this simple boardO we can
guess X we want it to be one inch by one inchY The board size controls are located in the Jreferences window
x9ile→Jreferences/O which contains both boardXspecific and userXspecific preferencesY We want the Sizes preferencesO so
click on the word SizesY The window should look like this'

We wonUt be using the Text Scale or VR+ preferences yetY ?ote that the units are milsO so the default board size is six inches
wide and five inches highY +hange these numbers to (***v* each'

We will next set up our layersO which define how many copper layers weUll have and what theyUll be calledY Select the "ayers
preferencesY YouUll see three tabs along the top“ click on the _roups tab to show the layer group preferencesY 9or this
projectO all we want to do is make sure that the solder layer is on the solder sideO and the component layer is on the
component sideY +lick in the boxes to make “component” and “component side” in group ,O and “solder” and “solder side” in
group pO then click on !K'

ThereUs a couple of settings youUll want to set up nowO as they get saved with the boardY 9irstO letUs turn on the grid
xView→Hnable visible grid if it isnUt already checked/ and set it to :Y,D or ,:: mil xView→_rid Size→,:: mil/Y The grid is
drawn as a field of tiny dotsO which may be hard to see on our board but would be easier to see if there were more of themY
9or exampleO switch to a ,: mil grid and note the difference xdonUt forget to switch back to ,:: mil/Y
?extO we want to make sure any new traces we create wonUt automatically connect with any polygons we might add X for
exampleO adding a ground plane or “flood fill”Y The Settings menu has many settings in itO but for nowO just make sure that
?ew linesO arcs clear polygons and +rosshair snaps to pins and pads are checkedO and 8uto enforce VR+ clearance is not
checkedY
?ow that weUve set up our boardO itUs a good time to save itY Use the Save command x9ile→Save layout/Y Since this is the first
timeO it will ask you for a layout nameY WeUre going to call this layout fb3ledvpcb so type that in where it says ?ame and
click !KY ?ow that your board has a file associated with itO you can just 9ile→Save layout whenever you want to save your
workY
?ow weUll start adding the actual circuitY This circuit will be a simple "HV in series with a resistorO and a header for a batteryY
We wonUt need schematicsO weUll just add the parts and connections manuallyY The first step is to choose a route style for
your new tracesY The lower left corner lists the four available route stylesY ~ake sure Signal is selectedO then click Route Style

to bring up the route style windowY WeUre going to use fairly large tracesO which is typical of a simple boardY <n that windowO
set the "ine width to p:O Via hole to (AO Via size of jAO and +learance to p:“ then click !K'

?ext weUll add the three parts we needY <n larger projectsO this will be done by gsch"pcb but youUll need to know the
footprint names for thatY 9ind the library window xif you left it open/ or open it xif you closed it/ with Window→"ibraryY
+lick on the triangle next to pcblib to open the pcblib libraryY Scroll down to ~geda and click on itO to open the ~geda libraryY

When you choose the parts out of the libraryO notice that there is some text in square brackets X this is the footprint name
youUll need for gsch"pcbY The first we want is the "HVY WeUll use RVY(**P for the "HVO which is a radial cylinderO polarizedO
,:: mil spacingY Scroll down until you find itO and click on itY When you move the cursor back to the pcb windowO youUll see
that it now carries the outline of the part with it'

Jress the left mouse button to place a part on your boardY WeUll move it laterY Vo the same for an LVYj** footprint for the
resistorO and a !BLNBR"_(Y Your board should now look something like this'

We will use the selection and rotate tools to position the parts where we want themY The palette of tools is just above the
route stylesO on the leftY The two we want are SH" and R!T'

9irst click on the R!T xrotate/ toolY The cursor should change shape to act as a hint that youUll rotate whatever you click onY
Josition the cursor over the square pad on the header and click the left mouse button'

?ow click on the SH" xselection/ toolO also known as the “arrow tool”Y You move parts by pressing the left mouse button
while the cursor is over the partO and moving the mouse while holding the mouse button downY The part itself doesnUt move“
insteadO a wireXframe outline of the part is moved xmuch like when placing parts/Y When you release the mouse buttonO the
part is movedY

~ove the header so that the square pin is at p::OA:: xthe crosshairUs coordinates are shown in the upper right corner of the
window/O the resistorUs square pin at )::O)::O and the "HVUs square pin at v::Oj::Y Your board should now look like this'

?ow is a really good time to save your layoutY
?ext weUll start adding the traces that connect the partsY WeUll use the "<?H tool to add themY Since this is a simple boardO itUs
likely to be built as a singleXsided boardO with the traces on the “back” sideO so we want the solder layer to be the drawing
layerY !n the left side of the window is a collection of buttons named after various layers in your boardY !ne of them is
named solderY To the left of that button is a small indicatorY +lick on itY VonUt click on the button itself X that changes the
visibility of the layerY +lick on the indicatorY

The way the line tool works is that you click on the starting pointO move the crosshair to the end pointO and click againY 6y
not requiring you to hold the mouse button downO you have the ability to scroll and zoom to find the endpointY You can also
click on intermediate points to make lines with multiple cornersY To end the traceO or start a new trace elsewhereO press the
Bsc keyY <f you press the Bsc key againO you return to the selection toolY
<f you attempt to connect two points that arenUt on the same verticalO horizontalO or diagonal lineO the line tool will create a
pair of traces to connect themY !ne will be either vertical or horizontalO and the other will be diagonalY The
verticalEhorizontal segment will be connected to the starting pointO and the diagonal segment will follow the crosshairY <f you
look in the status barO youUll see a _$ symbol that indicates this'

Jressing the $ key changes this modeY <f it says \_ the diagonal will attach to the starting pointO and the verticalEhorizontal
will attach to the crosshairY <f it says neitherO only one segment at a time will be drawnO instead of twoY 8lsoO you can use the
Shift key to temporarily toggle between \_ and _$ modesY

So letUs add the three traces we needY Jress the $ key until _$ is shown xthis is the default when you start pcb/ and connect
the left resistor pin to the top header pinY +lickO moveO clickO BscY +onnect the left "HV pin to the bottom header pinY
+onnect the right resistor pin to the right "HV pinY

?ext weUll make some adjustments to our J+6Y Unless you have your own library that youUve tweaked to be “just right”O itUs
likely that youUll need to adjust some things during the board layout processY 9or exampleO you might need to make room
for a trace between two pinsY <n our caseO weUre going to make some adjustments that are appropriate for homeXmade
boardsY WeUre going to make the pads biggerO in case we drill offXcenterY There is a generic “change size” command thatUs tied
to the S keyY Jlace the crosshair over one of the pins and type S and the pin gets biggerY Jress Shift3S and the pin gets
smallerY You can change the size of pinsO padsO tracesO and even silk this wayY QoweverO if you want to change a lot of things
at onceO thereUs a simpler wayY Use the Select→Select all visible objects menu entry to select everythingY ?ow you can use
the Select→+hange size of selected objects menu to change all the selected things at onceY <n our caseO we want the Jins M,:
mil option to make our pins a little biggerY 8fter clicking thatO see that all the pins are a little biggerY ?ow you can
Select→Unselect all objects to unselect them allY
You can also use the Select tool xSH"/ to select and deselectY To selectO either click with the left mouse button on the object
you want to selectO or drag a rectangle around a group of thingsY To deselectO just click somewhere where there isnUt

anythingY You can also ShiftXclick to select something without deselecting anything elseO like if you wanted to select two or
three things that arenUt grouped nicelyY
?ext we will label our componentsY Hach element has three text strings it can display“ you choose which through a View
menu optionY The default is to display the reference designator xrefdes/O which is what we want for nowY
Since both pins and elements can have labelsO turn off the grid so we can select the elements xView→_rid size→?o _rid/Y
?ow select the Hdit→Hdit name of→text on layout menuY ~ost of the _U< goes “grey” and pcb asks you to Select an !bjectY
"eftXclick on the resistor xon the bodyO not on the pins/Y 8 dialog box pops up asking you for the new nameY ~ake sure it says
“Hlement” and not “Jin”O and type in R('

You can now drag and drop the name to where you want itO being careful to pick up the label and not any traces'

You can also use keyboard shortcutsY Josition the crosshair over the "HVO but not over the pinsO and press the n key xfor
“name”/Y Type in N(Y Set the name of the header to F( and arrange the names so they look like this'

VonUt forget to save your work occasionallyY pcb will normally save a copy automatically every once in a whileO but itUs a
good habit to save it manually when youUre at a good stopping pointY
We can also add additional text to the silkscreen and copper layersY "etUs add some text to the headerO so we know which
way to plug the battery inY We want to use the text tool'

We also want the silkscreen layer to be the default drawing layer'

?owO click below the headerUs square pinO and enter u in the dialog that pops upY Use the S key a whole bunch of times to

make it biggerO then use the selection tool to move it in placeY Vo the same for the 3 labelY

?ow that weUre done with the labelsO set the grid back to ,:: mil in case you move any of the traces or parts“ once theyUre
offXgrid itUs hard to get them back on to the gridY
WeUre done editing the board nowO so if you havenUt alreadyO save your workY 6ut now that the board is doneO what do we do
with it; WellO that depends on how youUre going to make your boardY <f you want to do it yourselfO you probably want to
send it to your printerY <f you want someone else to make itO theyUll probably want gerber filesY
<n your 9ile menuO there are three options weUre interested inY

The Jrint "ayoutYYY option prints your layoutO but note that it will print ,, pages of board layersk This probably isnUt what you
normally wantO but letUs do it anywayY

There are a lot of options thereO but thereUs only a couple you need to worry about right nowY Select “fillXpage” and “psXcolor”
and click !KY “9illXpage” zooms your prints to fill the pageY “JSXcolor” causes each layer to be printed in the same color as
you see on the screenY <f youUre making boards at home using toner transferO you want these options offO and you want
“mirror” onY
<n most casesO you donUt want to just print the whole designY Usually youUll use the Hxport "ayoutYYY option to export your
layout in a format that others can useY When you exportO a list of possible export types is offered'

+lick on gerber so we can create some _erber xRSXpj)X/ filesO which are industry standard file for describing circuit boardsY

+lick on verbose then !KY YouUll see something like this in your terminal'
MerberU
MerberU
MerberU
MerberU
MerberU
MerberU
MerberU

x
x
)
)
"
)
)

apertures
apertures
apertures
apertures
apertures
apertures
apertures

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

fb3ledvfrontvgbr
fb3ledvbackvgbr
fb3ledvfrontmaskvgbr
fb3ledvbackmaskvgbr
fb3ledvplated3drillvcnc
fb3ledvfrontsilkvgbr
fb3ledvfabvgbr

9or a single sided boardO most fab houses will need the backO backmaskO platedXdrillO frontsilkO and fab filesY pcb always
produces “positive” gerbers in case the fab asksY
9or home fabricationO youUll want to print xsee above/ without the psXcolor or fillXpage optionsY 9or this simple boardO
printer calibration is not neededY <f youUre drilling your own holesO you may want to select the drill helper optionO which
reduces the diameter of the holes in the copper wherever youUre drilling to help you center the drill properlyY <f you use the
ps exporterO selecting the “multiXfile” option puts each layer in a separate fileY That wayO you can print only the layers youUre
interested inY
So letUs see what weUve producedY Hxit from pcb with 9ile→Quit Jrogram and find your terminal againY < use the free
programs gv and gerbv to view my exported files“ gv is _hostScriptO but your desktop probably knows what to do if you
double click on a Yps file in your file browserY gerbv is a gerber file viewer thatUs part of gHV8'
/ gerbv fb3ledv5vgbr fb3ledv5vcnc

ThatUs itk The next step is to actually make board xor have them made/O which is beyond the scope of this tutorialY
?ext' S~T 6linkerO Jrevious' "HV 6oardO Up' Your 9irst 6oard
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This next board will introduce some additional concepts in pcb that will help you with more complex boardY <t is assumed
that youUve gone through the previous boardO and those concepts will not be reXexplainedY This board will be another singleX
sided boardO but with additional componentsY We will use a schematic to describe the circuitO create some custom symbols
and footprintsO and learn to use the autorouterY
We will begin by creating our custom symbols and footprintsY 9irstO we must create local symbols and footprint directories
and teach the tools to use themY ~y preference is to create subdirectories in the project directory called symbols and
footprints'

We then create some files to tell gschem and gsch"pcb to look in these directoriesY The first is called gafrc and contains
just this one line'
Gcomponent3library Dv$symbolsD:
The second is called gschemrc and contains just this one line'
Gcomponent3library Dv$symbolsD:
The third is projectXspecificY The gsch"pcb program can read its commands from a project fileO and we will use this to tell it
about the footprints directoryY The file is called fb3blinkervprj and contains'
elements3dir v$footprints
schematics fb3blinker3schvsch
output3name fb3blinker
This project file tells gsch"pcb where to get element descriptionsO which schematics to read xwe only have one/O and what
base name to use for the various output filesY
We must create two custom symbols for this projectY The first is for our power jackO and is a purely custom symbolY +reating
such symbols is beyond the scope of this tutorialY Jlease refer to the gschem documentation for thatY The second symbol
uses the djboxsym utility which you can download from the web xsee
http'EEwwwYgedasymbolsYorgEuserEdj_delorieEtoolsEdjboxsymYhtml/Y
The first symbol is called symbols$powerjackvsym and looks like this'

ThereUs a copy of this symbol in the source distribution for this documentationY The second symbol is built from this
xxxvsymdef file'
[labels]
xxx
refdesIUT
[left]
[ NWSV!
w T!RBS!
" TRWM
[right]
j RBS
) OUT
x VTR>
[top]
] VVV
[bottom]
( MNN
and looks like this'

?owO using those symbolsO create your schematicO and name it fb3blinker3schvschY ThereUs a copy of the schematic file
in the source distribution alsoY <t should look like this'

Using gschem andEor gattribO set the footprint and value attributes as follows'
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?ow we must create the custom footprint for the power jackY While there are various contributed tools that can be used for
large footprints xlike 6_8s/O for small parts like this the easiest way is to create the footprint in pcb itselfY This is done by
creating a “board” with vias and linesO then converting it to an element and saving itY
+hange to the footprints subdirectory and start pcbY <t doesnUt matter how big the working area isO or the layer stackupY
"ooking at the specs for our power jackO we note that measurements are given in tenths of a millimeterO so weUll use a metric
gridY To startO set the grid to ,mmO move the crosshairs to the center of the boardO and press +trlX~ to set the markY This will
be the reference point for all our measurementsY 6y doing this with a large grid valueO we ensure that it will be easy to click
on the same spot later on if neededY
?ow set the grid to :Y,mmO which weUll use to place all our vias and linesY WeUre using vias to create pinsO so we need to set
the via size and drill diameterY +lick on the Route Style button to bring up the route styles dialogO and set Via hole to ,YAmm
and Via size to (YAmmY While weUre hereO set "ine width to :Y,vmmO weUll need that when we draw the outline laterY
?owO zoom in enough to see the grid pointsY Jlace one via (mm to the left of the markO one (mm to the rightO and one
)Yjmm aboveY Sequence is importantk The pins will be numbered in the same order as the via creationY To place a viaO select
the Via toolO position the crosshairO and press the left mouse buttonY

Using the line toolO the same tool you used to draw copper traces in the first boardO we will draw an outline of the jack on
the silk layerY Select the line toolO and make the silk layer activeY Vraw as much of a box as you can which extends ,:Yjmm
to the right of the markO (Yjmm to the leftO and )Yvmm above and belowY 6e careful not to draw on top of your pinsO or
your board will have ink on the pinsY <t should look something like this'

?owO set the grid back to ,mm so we can easily click on the markY Select everything by using the Select→Select all visible
objects menu buttonY Josition the crosshair on the mark and press Vtrl3V to copy all the objects to the bufferY Use the
6uffer→+onvert buffer to element menu button to convert the buffer to an elementY You can now click somewhere else on
the board to paste a copy of your new element for inspectionY
The first thing to do is check the pin numbersY Jlace the crosshair on the mark and press the N key to turn on the pin
numbersY +heck to make sure theyUre correctO then press N to turn them back off againY

?owO weUre going to set the default position of the labelY Jlace the crosshair on the mark and press the N keyY +hange the
element name to FTY 6y default it shows up at the elementUs markY Use the selection tool and S key to position the label as
shown belowY

Using the selection toolO position the crosshair on the elementUs mark and click on it to select itY Jress Vtrl3V to copy it to
the bufferO and use 6uffer→Save buffer elements to file to save your new footprint to a fileY Save it as pj3(*"vfp in the
footprints directoryY ?ote that the name of the file must match the footprint attribute you used for the power jack in your
schematicsY
+ongratulationsk YouUve created your first custom footprintY
?ow that we have our schematics and custom footprintO we need to figure out how to start the board layoutY The tool we
will use is gsch"pcbO which reads schematics and can create or update a board to matchY Since gsch"pcb doesnUt use the
same defaults as pcbO we will create the board in pcb and only use gsch"pcb in update modeY
When creating a nonXtrivial boardO itUs a good idea to start with a larger board than your final sizeY 9or this projectO the final
size will be ,Y) inches wide by :Y7 inches highY QoweverO weUll start with p by p inch board to give us some room to move
things aroundY Run pcb and create your boardO setting up the sizeO layersO and styles just like in the last projectY ~ake sure
you set a ,:: mil gridO since the parts weUre using are all designed with ,:: mil spacing in mindY 8lsoO make sure
Settings→+rosshair snaps to pins and pads is checkedY Save this empty board as fb3blinkervpcb and exitY

?ow we run gsch"pcbO passing it the name of the project file'
/ gsch"pcb fb3blinkervprj
333333333333333333333333333333333
gBNL$gnetlist pcbpins 8ackend
This backend is BXPBRW9BNTL>
Use at your own riskE
333333333333333333333333333333333
Using the mj processor for pcb footprints
3333333333333333333333333333333333
None processingv Work performedU
( file elements and w mj elements added to fb3blinkervnewvpcbv
Next stepsU
(v Run pcb on your file fb3blinkervpcbv
"v Xrom within PV8k select DXile 36 >oad layout data to paste bufferD
and select fb3blinkervnewvpcb to load the new footprints into your existing layoutv
)v Xrom within PV8k select DXile 36 >oad netlist fileD and select
fb3blinkervnet to load the updated netlistv
jv

Xrom within PV8k enter
UBxecuteXileGfb3blinkervcmd:
to update the pin names of all footprintsv

What gschppcb does is remove elements from your board that donUt exist in the schematicO provide new elements that need
to be addedO generate an updated netlistO and create a script that renames all the pinsY You donUt need to use all these X for
exampleO < rarely use the pin renaming script X but we will this timeO so you can learn how each file is usedY
We will do as the hints above tell us to doY Run pcb fb3blinkervpcb to bring up the empty boardY "oad the new element
dataO which automatically changes you to the buffer toolY +lick on the board to place all those new partsY TheyUll all be in the
same placeO but weUll fix that laterY "oad the new netlistO and run the scriptY 8fter closing any dialogs that may have come upO
your board should look like this'

The next step is to separate the elements so we can start laying out our boardY Use the Select→Visperse all elements menu
optionO which spreads apart the elementsY ThenO use the +onnect→!ptimize rats nest menu option xor the O key/ to draw all
the rats on the boardY These will help you figure out an optimum layout of your elementsY Your board should look
something like this xyours may vary depending on how the dispersal worked/'

<f you position the crosshair over U, and press the N keyO youUll see that the pins are now labelled with the same labels as in
the schematicY You can use the View→Hnable Jinout shows number menu checkbox to toggle between the symbolic labels
and the original pin numbersY

?owO as beforeO we want to rearrange the elements to minimise and simplify the connectionsY This is where the rats come in
handyY 8s you rearrange the elementsO the rats followO so you can see how rotating and moving elements affect the layoutY
8s you move elements aroundO press the O key to tell pcb to figure out the best way of connecting everything in their new
locationsY
8s you move the elements aroundO remember to pick up the power jack by its markO as the power jackUs pins have metric
spacingY The other elements should be picked up by their pinsO since they have inch spacingY 6y picking up elements by their
pinsO you ensure that their pins end up on the grid points when you put them downY
Rearrange your elements so that they look like thisO somewhere near the center of your boardY ?ote that the rats nest will
tell you when you have the resistors backwardsO since they donUt have “polarity” like the "HV or <+ haveY

8s beforeO we want to move the refdes labels around so that theyUre both visible and out of the wayY To make this easierO use
the Settings→!nly ?ames option to keep the tools from accidentally selecting elements or rat linesY Shut off the gridO and
use the selection and rotate toolsO and the S size keyO to make the labels like this'

?ow use Settings→"ock ?ames to keep from accidentally moving our labels laterY WeUre still using our overXsized boardY
?ow is the time to reduce it to the final sizeY 9irstO we have to move the elements to the upper left corner of the boardY Set
the grid back to ,:: milO Select→Select all visible objectsO grab one of the pinsO and move everything up to the cornerO as
close as you can get without touching the edges'

+lick to deXselect and change the board size to ,):: mils wide by 7:: mils highY VonUt forget to save oftenk
8gainO weUre planning on handXsoldering this boardO so select everything and make all the pins ,: mils bigger than the
defaultY
Rather than route all the traces by handO for this board we will use the autorouterY There are a few key things you need to
keep in mind when using the autorouterY 9irstO the autorouter will use all available layersO so we must disable the layers we
donUt want it to route onY To do thisO click on the component button to disable that layer'

The autorouter also uses whatever the default style isO so select the 9at style'

The autorouter uses the rats nest to determine what connections will be autoroutedO so press O now to make sure all the rats
are present and reflect the latest position of the elementsY To do the autoroutingO simply select the +onnects→8utoroute all
rats menu optionY

<n theoryO you could consider your board “done” nowO but to make it look more professionalO we will do two more stepsY
Use the +onnects→!ptimize routed tracks→8utoX!ptimize menu option twice xor until no further changes happen/ to
clean up the traces left by the autorouter'

8nd finallyO select +onnects→!ptimize routed tracks→~iter to miter the sharp corners'

Your board is doneY 8s beforeO you can print your design or produce _erber filesO according to how youUre going to have
your board madeY
Jrevious' 6linker 6oardO Up' Your 9irst 6oard
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The third and final board in the “first board” series will teach you about multiXlayer boardsO viasO and S~T componentsY
8gainO we assume youUve done the other two boardsO and will not reXexplain concepts taught thereY We will be using the
same circuit as the last boardO but to make things interestingO we will be adding some constraintsY The board must be as
small as possibleO H~<XproofO and able to handle reworkY !kO <Um making this upO but what it means is that we will be using
the smallest components a hobbyist can expect to useO a fourXlayer boardO and more vias than would otherwise be neededY
We do this to give us the opportunity to learn these techniquesO without spending undue time due to an overly large
schematicY
We begin with the same schematic as beforeY To assist us in assigning power planesO we need to name the power rails in the
schematicY See the gschem documentation for detailsO but what you want is to name the ground net MNN and the power net
VddY Set up a new fb3smtvprj project file as beforeY Use gattrib to set the footprint attributes as follows'
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Run pcb and set up your blank boardY Jut “component” and “component side” in group ,Y Jut “_?V” in group pO “power” in
group (O and “solder” and “solder side” in group )Y Switch to the +hange tabO select the solder layer in the main windowO and
move the solder layer down under the power layerY

Set the board size to v: mm by v: mmY To set a metric sizeO use the View→_rid units→mm menu optionY ThenO the Sizes
preference will use millimetersY Set the VR+ values to :Y(v mm xabout ,(Yv mil/ for drill and :Y,vmm xabout A mil/ for
everything elseY Save your boardO exit pcbO and run gsch"pcb fb3smtvprjY _o back to pcbO import and disperse the new
elementsO and load the netlistY
8s beforeO move the labels out of the way and size them accordinglyY You should end up with something like this'

The final size of our board will be ,pYvmm wide by ,R mm highO not much bigger than the power jackY Start by rotating the
power jack to face downO and put its mark at vYvmm by jmmY The "HV goes just above itO with R( to the right of the "HVY The
rest of the elements will go on the other side of the boardY QereUs how'
9or each element that needs to go on the other side of the boardO place the crosshair over the element and press the 8 key

The element shows as a light gray because itUs now on the “far side” of the board x?ote that one of the layer buttons says far
side on it/Y You can flip the board over xmaking the far side the near sideO and visaXversa/ by pressing the Tab keyY Since the
elements we need to place are on the far sideO nowO flip the board overY ?ote that this is an upXdown flipO so the power jack
now appears in the lower left corner instead of the upper leftY There are other types of flips you can do by using Shift3Tab
xleftXright flip/O Vtrl3Tab x,R: degree rotation/O or Vtrl3Shift3Tab xnothing movesO sort of an XXRay view/Y
8nywayO move the remaining elements around so that they look like this'

When routing a multiXlayer boardO < find it best to start with the power and ground planesY 9irstO resize the board to be ,pYv
mm wide by ,R mm highO and flip it so youUve viewing the component side xthe side with the power jack/Y <f your version of
pcb does not permit sizes this small xsome versions have a one inch minimumO others :YA inch/O save the fileO exit pcbO and
edit fb3smtvpcb in a text editor so that the PV8 line looks like this'
PV8[DD j="() [*]ww]
When you run pcb againO the board will have the right sizeY Set your grid to :Yv mm and make sure itUs visibleY There are two
ways to create a “plane layer”O which means a layer thatUs mostly copperY Such layers are often used for power and ground
planesY The first way is to use the polygon tool“ the second is to use the rectangle toolO which is just a shortcut for the
polygon toolY
~ake the _?V layer the current layer and select the J!"Y tool'

The polygon tool works by clicking on each corner of the polygonO in sequenceY You complete the polygon by either clicking
on your start point againO or by pressing Shift3PY We will create a polygon thatUs :Yvmm away from the board edgeY <n
these imagesO we start at the lower left corner and work our way around clockwiseY When we click on the lower left corner
againO the polygon is created'

<n this caseO weUre just drawing a rectangleO but if you need any other shapeO just click on the corners as neededY 8s a
shortcutO you can create a rectangle with the rectangle toolO which creates rectangleXshaped polygonsY ~ake the power layer
the current layer and select the RH+T tool'

"ike the polygon toolO the rectangle tool works by clicking on cornersY QoweverO you only have to click on two diagonally
opposite cornersO like this'

<f the color difference is too subtle for youO you can choose other colors through the 9ile→Jreferences menu optionY We
will set the _?V layer to green and the power layer to red for the remainder of this tutorialY
To connect the ground and power planes to their respective netsO weUll use a thermal to connect the power jackUs pins to
themY We could also just draw a line from the pin to the polygonO but thermals are better suited to this taskY Select the TQR~
tool'

What the thermal tool does is connect xor disconnect/ thermal fingers between pins or viasO and the polygons around themY
Hach time you click on a pin or viaO the thermal fingers are connected to the current layerY We want to find the pin on the
power jack thatUs connected to ground in the schematicO and connect it to ground on the boardY We use the netlist dialog to
do soY 9irstO optimize the rats net with O and make the _?V layer currentY <f the netlist dialog isnUt shownO use
Window→?etlist to show itY Select the _?V net and click on 9ind'

?otice that one of the pins on the power jack has been highlightedY ThatUs the one that is supposed to be connected to the

ground planeY +lick on it to create a thermal'

<f you optimize the rats nest againO the rats wonUt connect to that pin any moreO and the other pins and pads that need to
connect to the ground plane are now marked with circlesO meaning “these need to be connected to a plane”Y 8nywayO make
the power plane the current planeO find the VVV net in the netlist and create its thermal on the found power jack pinY ?ote
that the green _?V thermal fingers on the other pin show through the gap in the red power plane X thermals are created on
a specific layerO not on all layersY

<f you tried to autoroute the board at this pointO it would just connect all those power and ground pins to the power and
ground pins on the power jackY SoO we will first tie all the power and ground pins to their planes manuallyO using viasY WeUre
doing this mostly to demonstrate how to do itO of courseY The first step is to place the viasY Select the V<8 tool from the left
panel'

+lick on the Route Style button to bring up the route styles dialogO and set Via hole to :Y)mm and Via size to :YRmmY 8lso set
"ine width to :YpvmmY +reate vias near the pins that are connected to the planesO as such'

?ote that <Uve shut off the ground and power planesO as well as rat linesO to help you see where the vias should goY Shut off
the _?V plane and “find” the VVV net againO to highlight which rat circles xand thus their vias/ need to connect to the power
planeY "ike you did with the power jackUs pinsO use the thermal tool to connect the relevent vias to the power planeY Repeat
for the _?V planeY

?ow you have to connect the vias to the pins that need themY 9or the "HV itUs easyO that trace goes on the topY ~ake the
component layer the current layer and use the "<?H tool like youUve done before to draw a line from the via next to the "HVO
to the pad on the "HV thatUs connected to VVVY 9or the other connectionsO youUll want to flip the board overO so use the Tab
key to flip the board overO make the solder layer the current layerO and connect the rest of the powerEgnd pins to their viasY
<f you press O nowO youUll see that all the ratXcircles have gone away'

The last step is autoroutingY Qide all the powerO groundO and silk layersO optimize the rats nest xO/O and run the autorouterO
optimizerO and mitererY Vonek QereUs what the board looks like with the “thin draw polygons” setting checkedO to only draw
outlines for the power and ground planesO along with some photoXquality prints'

